Improved retroviral episome transfer of transcription factors enables sustained cell fate modification.
Retroviral vectors are versatile gene transfer vehicles widely used in basic research and gene therapy. Mutation of retroviral integrase converts these vectors into transient, integration-deficient gene delivery vehicles associated with a high degree of biosafety. We explored the option to use integration-deficient retroviral vectors to achieve transient ectopic expression of transcription factors, which is considered an important tool for induced cell fate conversion. Stepwise optimization of the retroviral episome transfer as exemplified for the transcription factor Oct4 enabled to improve both expression magnitude and endurance. Long terminal repeat-driven γ-retroviral vectors were identified as the most suitable vector architecture. Episomal expression was enhanced by epigenetic modifiers, and Oct4 activity was increased following fusion to a minimal transactivation motif of herpes simplex virus VP16. Based on kinetic analyses, we identified optimal time intervals for repeated vector administration and established prolonged expression windows of choice. Providing proof-of-concept, episomal transfer of Oct4 was potent to mediate conversion of human fibroblasts stably expressing Klf4, Sox2 and c-Myc into induced pluripotent stem cells, which were mainly free of residual Oct4 vector integration. This study provides evidence for suitability of retroviral episome transfer of transcription factors for cell fate conversion, allowing the generation of distinct patient- or disease-specific cell types.